


•  Factors to be considered for chair study: 
o  First impressions 

!  Initial opinion of Spine Buddy 
!  General attitude towards soft vs. firm side 

o  Comprehensibility 
!  Ease of application (speed) 
!  Knowledge of where to place T part 
!  Use actively or passively 

o  Comfort  
!  Soft and firm 

!  Preferred side (soft vs firm), preffered chair (high vs low) 
o  Universal design 

!  If users' dimensions change interaction with and 
effectiveness of product 

•  Factors to be considered for car study: 
o  Comprehensibility 







The installation time is pretty short, so the design should be quite easy to use. 



The reason why subjects did not rest their neck on the T part probably 
because the limited length of the chair back. The length is too low to let 
subjects rest their neck when leaning back. 



The subject reported that his back felt uncomfortable when speeding up. And 
this cause some distractions. 





Pressure is concentrated on upper back and mid back  



The second part of our interview focused on the comparison between firm and 
soft Spine Buddy 
Participants preferred the soft spine buddy because of... 
However, those participants who preferred the firm spine buddy pointed out... 





size: head/neck rest (top of T) was fine for some users but not for others 

contour: users disliked when the Spine Buddy pushed hard on some parts of 
their backs 

length: some users unable to use T at the right place 

Making Spine Buddy adjustable would allow it to fit more users comfortably.  
 



active or passive: users don't know to use as massage or use as support 

duration of use: users don't know options of all day use vs. periodic use 

placement: users don't know to place top of T at base of neck 

movement: cylinder rolling and loose elastic makes the Spine Buddy move 
 
how to use 
whether to actively use or passively 
how long to use 
put t shape on neck 


